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ADVANCES: A foundation of developmental

neuroscience is the detailed and systematic
description of the nervous system. New methods
are documenting the cellular composition and
organization of neural tissue with ever-increasing
resolution. The development of high-throughput
and automated microscopy methods is charting
the connectivity of thousands of neurons, delin-

eating the structure of whole regions of the
nervous system. Technology is also emerging for
the large-scale analysis of the activity of entire
brain regions. But probably the most obvious
impact of high-throughput techniques is in
the development of single-cell molecular profiling. A variety of approaches are being used to
produce genome-wide molecular surveys with
single-cell resolution from adult and embryonic
tissue. In particular, transcriptomic analyses of
thousands to millions of cells are providing an
unprecedented molecular characterization of
the brain, revealing previously unrecognized
cell types, allowing interspecies comparisons,
and suggesting mechanisms that account for
the developmental origin of the diversity and
function of neural cell types.
Most neuropsychiatric disorders have a
prominent heritable component and arise from
the altered developmental processes during
the formation of the nervous system. Recent
advances in human genetics are beginning
to shed light on the genetic architecture of
these disorders and suggest how genetic varia-

OUTLOOK: New perspectives are emerging on

long-standing questions about the ontogeny,
composition, and function of the nervous system. They are addressing fundamental conceptual questions, such as what constitutes a cell
type, and revealing biological mechanisms
responsible for neurological disorders. The
comparison of nervous system development
between multiple individuals could conceivably
identify individual variation in, for example,
neural connectivity patterns that underpin
behavioral individuality and may enable the
investigation of the complex biological mechanisms underlying individuality. Certainly, integrating data from anatomical, developmental,
genetic, and molecular studies has the potential to link cellular processes to functional and
behavioral consequences. This strategy would
provide fundamental insight and offer a new
vision to the field.
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Big data approaches in developmental neurobiology. New technologies that produce large volumes of
high-resolution measurements are documenting gene expression, connectivity, and function in the developing
brain with an unprecedented level of detail. In combination with large-scale genetic studies, big data
approaches are transforming our ability to interrogate the developing brain and identify causal mechanisms
for its associated disorders.
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BACKGROUND: The formation of the nervous
system represents an astonishing feat of selforganization that is compromised in neuropsychiatric conditions such as autism and
schizophrenia. Despite impressive progress
in neuroscience over the past decades, our
understanding of how billions of neurons come
together to form the nervous system and enable
function and behavior is in its infancy, especially
when it comes to the human brain. However,
the field is at a turning point. The introduction
of new technologies that produce large volumes
of high-resolution measurements—big data—
has the potential to revolutionize the study of
brain development.

tion confers susceptibility to disease. Large-scale
sequencing studies have revealed causes that
range from large-effect heterozygous mutations
to highly polygenic conditions. In addition, the
contribution of de novo somatic mutations to
neurodevelopmental diseases is being recognized. Nevertheless, progressing from genetic
findings to underlying biological mechanisms
has proved challenging, not least because in
many cases identifying the cells relevant to a
disease process has been difficult. In this context, a convergence between neurogenetics
and developmental neurobiology, driven by
the increased resolution of the molecular and
genetic assays, is likely to improve our understanding of the origin of neurological disorders
and provide insight into basic developmental
mechanisms.
Whereas new molecular and genomic tools
contribute to the identification of plausible
neurobiological mechanisms, methods based
on the directed development of pluripotent
stem cells offer experimental access to developing human neural tissue to test hypotheses.
Rapid progress is being made in the development of techniques that produce specific
neural cell types or more complex mixtures
of cell types that mimic the development of
specific regions of the central nervous system.
Questions remain about the accuracy of these
in vitro models, and validation and refinement
continue. Notwithstanding this uncertainty,
the potential to study the etiology of neurological disorders in human neural tissue is
already providing important insights.
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The formation of the human brain, which contains nearly 100 billion neurons making an average of
1000 connections each, represents an astonishing feat of self-organization. Despite impressive progress,
our understanding of how neurons form the nervous system and enable function is very fragmentary,
especially for the human brain. New technologies that produce large volumes of high-resolution
measurements—big data—are now being brought to bear on this problem. Single-cell molecular profiling
methods allow the exploration of neural diversity with increasing spatial and temporal resolution.
Advances in human genetics are shedding light on the genetic architecture of neurodevelopmental
disorders, and new approaches are revealing plausible neurobiological mechanisms underlying these
conditions. Here, we review the opportunities and challenges of integrating large-scale genomics
and genetics for the study of brain development.

Documenting the component parts

The morphological identification of neuronal
types and their connectivity has a long tradition, dating back to Ramón y Cajal. The development of high-throughput light and electron
microscopy methods and the increasing automation of image analysis indicate that this
field has entered the big data era, and progress
1
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continues apace. Three-dimensional electron
microscopy reconstructions of neuronal connectivity in the Drosophila melanogaster brain
and regions of the mouse brain comprehensively chart the location and connectivity of hundreds to thousands of neurons (Fig. 1) (1, 2).
This is providing insight into the logic of nervous system wiring. For example, a reconstruction of the D. melanogaster larval nervous
system revealed an architecture in which multiple sensory inputs converge to enable the
rapid selection of escape responses (3). The
speed and accuracy with which these massive
datasets can be reconstructed are being improved by applying the latest machine learning methods (4). A challenge now is to link
detailed maps of morphology and connectivity
to molecular identity, function, and developmental origin.
To complement these structural plans of
nervous systems, ways to scale physiological
methods that assay the activity of neurons in
situ are being developed. Advances in semiconductor technology and fabrication have
enabled engineering of high-density silicon
probes that allow the simultaneous recording from hundreds of neurons at fine spatial
and temporal scales (5). Complementary to
this are optical imaging approaches that take
advantage of voltage or calcium indicators
for in vivo imaging of the activity of hundreds
and thousands of neurons (6–8). This has already allowed whole-brain imaging of optically
accessible zebrafish larvae (9). Combining
functional imaging with genetic markers for
specific cell types in the zebrafish spinal cord
tracked the assembly of motor circuits from
the birth of the first neurons to the emergence of coordinated activity (10). The analysis revealed that motor neurons are the first
to acquire physiological activity, and this
guides the establishment of patterned activity
in the rest of the local circuitry, suggesting
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foundation of neuroscience is the description of the nervous system. In
recent years, new methods are documenting gene expression in human and
animal models with ever-increasing resolution in space and time, and technology is
emerging that allows the structural and functional dissection of neural circuits. This is
beginning to provide an unprecedented molecular characterization of the brain. At the
same time, high-throughput genome sequencing and large-scale genetic studies are revealing
how genetic variation confers susceptibility to
neuropsychiatric disorders, and methods based
on pluripotent stem cells hold the potential to
offer insight into the neurobiological basis of
these conditions by providing experimental
access to the developing human nervous system. The use of big data approaches is therefore transforming our ability to document how
cell diversity emerges in the nervous system,
with implications for our understanding of neurodevelopmental disorders. A key challenge is
to integrate molecular, cellular, and genomic
data. For this, appropriate developmental models will be needed so that emerging genetic
findings yield mechanistic insight into the neurobiological basis of neuropsychiatric disorders.

an explanation for why motor neurons differentiate earlier and at a higher rate in the
developing spinal cord than the interneurons
to which they connect (11). Advances in hardware, fluorophores, and computational methods will broaden the applicability of these
approaches.
Perhaps the most obvious impact of highthroughput techniques is in the development
of single-cell molecular profiling. New methods
allow single-cell resolution genome-wide molecular surveys of cells captured from adult
and embryonic tissue. A burgeoning number
of studies describe the systematic profiling of
the transcriptomes of thousands to millions of
cells. Broad sampling of the nervous system
(12–14) facilitates comparisons of gene expression in neuronal subtypes from different regions of the central nervous system (CNS).
This has implicated common transcriptional
programs in the maintenance and elaboration
of axons and presynaptic terminals in different neuronal subtypes (14). Other studies focus
on smaller regions to provide higher-resolution
maps (15, 16), revealing that “phenotypic convergence,” in which distinct combinations of
transcription factors are used in different cell
types to control the expression of similar
effector genes such as neurotransmitters,
appears to be a widespread phenomenon (17).
Detailed analyses of specific CNS regions also
enable direct comparisons of cell identities
across species (18) and the identification of
more cell types than previously recognized, as
shown, for instance in the rodent cerebral
cortex (15).
There is increasing awareness of the importance of glia in the formation and function of
neural circuits. Until recently, the diversity
of these cell populations had been less well
described, but single-cell RNA sequencing
(scRNA-seq) studies are changing this. For
instance, it has been shown that mature
oligodendrocytes are transcriptionally heterogeneous, and distinct populations are
present in different proportions in different
brain regions (19). Similarly, multiple molecularly distinct astrocyte types, occupying
regionally restricted territories, have been
identified (20). Distinct types of astrocytes
are associated with specific neural circuits,
which suggests unique roles in modulating
neuronal activity (21). Moreover, single-cell
analyses have revealed specific time- and
region-dependent subtypes of microglia (22),
brain-resident macrophages, which are critically involved in wiring (23).
Together, these molecular profiling approaches raise the prospect of using the
transcriptome to provide a comprehensive
classification of cell types. This necessitates
linking molecular identity to the location, morphology, connectivity, and function of neurons and glial cells. Conventional methods for
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Fig. 1. Big data methods characterizing neuronal identity. Neurons can be classified by morphological,
physiological, and molecular criteria and by their connectivity. Microfabricated silicon devices containing
dense arrays of electrophysiology probes or genetically encoded voltage or calcium-activity indicators
enable monitoring of the activity of hundreds of neurons simultaneously [traces adapted from (8)]. Highthroughput electron microscopy and image processing allow the reconstruction of cellular morphology and
synapses in regions of the central nervous system [image reproduced from (2)]. Combining the tagging of
neurons with unique molecular barcodes and in situ methods to visualize them allows projections and
connectivity of thousands of neurons to be mapped. Characterizing individual neurons by methods such as
RNA-seq provides molecular catalogs of cell identity in the nervous system [image reproduced from (37),
licensed under CC BY 4.0].

mapping gene expression in tissue have been low
throughput. Newer approaches based on singlemolecule fluorescent in situ hybridization (24),
in situ sequencing (25), or spatially resolved
capture of mRNA on slides (26) are scaling
up efforts to connect the molecular identity of
a neuron to its location within the nervous
system. Methods that link a neuron’s transcriptome to other features such as its connectivity, activity, or function are still in their
infancy. For example, “Patch-seq” uses scRNAseq to assay the transcriptome of cells following patch-clamp recording (27, 28), and
“Connect-seq” combines retrograde viral tracing and single-cell transcriptomics to determine the molecular identity of neurons in a
particular circuit (29). Moreover, DNA barcoding methods that link synaptic partners have
the potential to reveal individual neuronal connectivity, although these do not yet have singlecell resolution (30). Hence, high-throughput
analyses linking cell identity to connectivity
Briscoe et al., Science 369, eaaz8627 (2020)

and function remain a challenge. Ultimately,
however, these methods will be crucial in
deciphering how neural circuits form and
function in a coordinated manner.
Defining cell types

Alongside the technical challenges, the new
approaches prompt conceptual questions about
the definition of cell type. The prevailing view is
that each type of neuron utilizes a specific set
of “functional modules” (e.g., morphology, neurotransmitter, channels, synaptic connectivity,
etc.) that collectively define its identity and that
are regulated by dedicated transcriptional programs. A cell type is therefore determined and
maintained by regulatory programs, or core
regulatory complexes (31), acting to govern a
cell type–specific program of gene expression
(32). This definition is consistent with the idea
that recursively linked gene regulatory networks
execute specific gene expression programs to
define cell identity (33).
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Molecular
identity

But is knowing the transcriptome of a neuron sufficient to define its identity and predict
its morphology, connectivity, and function?
A comparison of the morphological, connectivity, and functional classification of the 302
neurons of Caenorhabditis elegans with their
gene expression profiles revealed a strong correlation between molecular and anatomical
definitions (34). Most of the identified neuronal classes were distinguishable by the specific
combination of transcription factors they expressed. However, there are complications. The
analysis revealed a hierarchical structure to
neuronal identity in which some neuronal
classes could be further partitioned into subclasses based on differences in subsets of gene
expression and synaptic partners. A hierarchical organization with subdivisions of increasingly fine-grained subtypes is also apparent in
nervous systems that are more complex than
that of C. elegans. Perhaps the best-characterized
example is the muscle-innervating motor neurons of the vertebrate spinal cord (35). These
are segregated into discrete columns, each of
which projects to distinct locations in the
periphery. Each column is then further divided
into motor pools that target a single muscle;
within a motor pool, alpha and gamma neurons, innervating muscle fibers or spindles,
respectively, can be further distinguished. Molecular differences, notably in the combination
of transcription factors expressed, correlate
with these anatomical and functional distinctions and support a hierarchical Linnaean-like
taxonomy for cell type classification (35). This
is consistent with the view that cell types can
be stratified to various levels of granularity:
the extent of which then becomes a question
of the purpose of the classification.
Nevertheless, functionally and morphologically distinct neurons located in different regions of the nervous system, or even within
the same region of the adult brain, can appear
transcriptionally similar (Fig. 2). This raises the
question of what the limits of the molecular
definition of cell type identity are. To address
this, datasets systematically assessing the correspondence between neuronal morphology,
function, and gene expression will provide insight. Developmental history is also likely to
be an important feature. For example, although
differentiating Drosophila olfactory projection
neurons have gene expression differences that
establish their different projection patterns,
these transcriptomic differences disappear in
mature neurons despite continued differences
in innervation patterns and morphology (36).
Hence an understanding and analysis of ontogeny is crucial for developing a principled
and comprehensive means to define cell type
identity.
An evolutionary explanation has been proposed to define cell types (31). In this view, a new
cell type arises in evolution from an existing cell
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type by the gain, loss, or co-option of a new core
regulatory complex—the set of transcriptional
regulators that lead to the dedicated gene expression program that specifies the cell type (31)
(Fig. 2). This implies a bifurcating hierarchy
of cell types and emphasizes the importance
of ontogeny in defining cell identity. Although
this offers an elegant framework for cell type
identity, it is possible that molecular demarcations between cell types are indistinct or that
dynamic changes in gene expression, in response to activity or environmental cues, blur
cell type definitions. Cross-species comparisons
should provide insight into conserved identities
and pinpoint the developmental and phylogenetic points at which changes in a core regulatory complex result in the emergence of a
new neuronal subtype (37). Technical constraints
will need to be overcome. Sequencing depth and
sensitivity are currently limited, which may lead
to the systematic loss of information, particularly
of genes expressed at low levels. For example,
downsampling data from the mouse cortex from
1,000,000 to 100,000 mapped reads per cell
reduces the ability to separate neuronal classes
(15). Interspecies comparisons could be confounded if sampling differences are conflated
with ascertainment of identity. Conversely,
current transcriptomic methods are destructive and result in static snapshots of gene
expression that do not account for transient
changes in gene expression. This could lead
to the agglomeration of distinct cell types or
the superfluous division of similar neurons
Briscoe et al., Science 369, eaaz8627 (2020)

into distinct subtypes. It remains a possibility, however, that the absence of clear divisions between neuronal subtype identities is
a reality and might reflect a fundamental
property of nervous systems. Addressing this
question will require further experimental
and conceptual investigation, and this is of more
than abstract interest because identifying neuronal subtypes is crucial for understanding the
cellular basis of neuropsychiatric disorders.
The ontogeny of neuronal diversity

Although much progress in defining cell type
diversity had been made with conventional
molecular, genetic, and developmental biology
studies, single-cell transcriptomics is having an
impact. For instance, analysis of the developing
spinal cord revealed a previously overlooked
temporal program diversifying neuronal identity that operates alongside the spatial program
(38). Similarly, the transcriptional similarities
of embryonic and adult cortical g-aminobutyric
acid (GABA)–releasing interneurons suggest
that their fate is established early during development by transcriptional programs that
then unfold over the course of several weeks (39).
There have been notable successes with the
computational inference of differentiation trajectories from scRNA-seq datasets. At the heart
of these methods is the idea that asynchrony
within a population of cells means that some
cells are further along a differentiation pathway than others and the trajectory of this pathway can be reconstructed by identifying and
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Fig. 2. Developmental and evolutionary lineages of neuronal subtype identity. (A) Example of a
developmental lineage. Motor neurons (MN) are generated in both the spinal cord and hindbrain from
progenitors with characteristic pedigrees that also include specific interneurons (V3) and serotonergic
neurons (5HT), respectively. Despite the similarity of spinal cord and hindbrain MNs, they derive from distinct
developmental lineages. (B) Example of the proposed evolutionary diversification of a neuronal subtype.
Ancestral motor neurons are proposed to have had a medial motor column (MMC) identity; loss of expression
of LHX3 in a subset of these resulted in the acquisition of hypaxial motor column (HMC) identity, and then
subsequent co-option of FOXP1 gene expression produced lateral motor column (LMC) motor neurons that
are responsible for innervating the limbs in tetrapods.

ordering cells using the differences in gene
expression (40). For example, data from the
developing human cortex has been used to
order the transition from radial glia cells
through intermediate progenitors to maturing
glutamatergic neurons. This has led to the
suggestion that cell fate decisions occur prior
to S phase of the cell cycle (41), although recent
data indicate that cell fate can also be modulated shortly after mitosis (42). Moreover, widespread “multilineage priming,” in which a
progenitor cell coexpresses genes that are specific to each of its molecularly distinct daughters,
has been documented in C. elegans embryos (43).
However, inferring trajectories is not always
possible, particularly when there are abrupt
changes in the transcriptional program of
differentiating cells. This can occur, for example, during the transition from a proliferating progenitor cell to a postmitotic neuron.
Moreover, the multiplicity of cell types within
any sample of neural tissue, which might have
arisen from distinct lineages or a multiplebranching differentiation pathway (44), further
confounds these methods.
Approaches that address some of these
limitations are being developed. These include
computational methods that predict gene expression changes from splicing information
(45) and techniques that provide a temporal
signature to facilitate the ordering of gene
expression changes (46). In addition, highthroughput methods are being devised to
allow lineage reconstruction. Conventional
approaches to lineage reconstruction have
relied on methods that indelibly mark a single
cell and its progeny with a tracer that can later
be visualized. The advent of single-cell profiling
has facilitated the design of a new generation
of techniques that rely on the introduction of
molecular barcodes (47). Approaches include
transposon-based libraries encoding a transcript
harboring a random sequence that acts as a
unique identifier, and systems based on the
CRISPR-Cas9–mediated introduction of short
insertions or deletions of variable length and
position that act as heritable genetic changes.
This latter strategy has revealed that although
most individual embryonic progenitors generate multiple cell types in the zebrafish brain,
these tend to remain in relatively restricted
spatial domains (48).
In addition to experimentally introduced
genetic barcodes, spontaneous somatic mutations provide information about lineage relationships between cells. Somatic mutations in
mitochondrial DNA have been used as clonal
markers to infer cellular relationships within
the hematopoietic system (49, 50). Advances
in single-cell genome sequencing have allowed
the identification of naturally occurring somatic
mutations in neurons, including new retrotransposition events, which occur at a rate of >1
mutation per cell division (51). These can also
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Fig. 3. Neurobiological interpretation of disease-associated gene variants. (A) Schematic representations of polygenic risk and rare and de novo coding mutations. The Manhattan plot indicates hypothetical loci
(red rhomboids) reaching genome-wide significance (red dashed line). (B) Functional annotation of noncoding
variants involves uncovering regulatory effects and identifying target gene(s) (question marks). Gene targets can
also be inferred through computational methods such as eQTL. For coding variants, annotation is primarily
based on impact to the amino acid sequence. (C) Single-cell genomic approaches have accelerated the
identification of relevant cell types expressing disease-associated genes during brain development.

provide information about lineage relationships (52, 53). Exploiting endogenous mutations raises the possibility of inferring lineage
relationships in the human brain, but this remains unproven, and the throughput, fidelity,
and, most notably, cost of these methods will
need to be improved if they are to become a
practical reality.
It is apparent that in some cases, neurons
of the same class can have distinct lineage
histories. The transcriptomes of the six sets
of IL-1 and IL-2 neurons in C. elegans, which
arise from distinct lineages, gradually converge to the same molecular signature (43). In
vertebrates, the somatic motor neurons that
reside in the hindbrain have a distinct developmental history from those in the spinal
cord but attain similar postmitotic identities
(54). Likewise, oligodendrocytes throughBriscoe et al., Science 369, eaaz8627 (2020)

out the CNS transiently converge on a similar transcriptional identity despite spatially,
temporally, and molecularly heterogeneous
origins (55). Whether there are common features to the convergence of developmental
trajectories in each of these cases needs to be
investigated.
It is also unclear whether the genomic
regulatory landscapes that produce the transcriptomes of equivalent neuronal classes originating from distinct lineages are similar.
The application of techniques such as singlecell ATAC-seq (assay for transposase-accessible
chromatin using sequencing) and CUT&Tag
(cleavage under targets and tagmentation)
that profile the regulatory genome of individual cells could address this question (56, 57).
Identifying causal relationships between the
regulatory genome and gene expression requires
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The genetics of neurodevelopmental disorders

In parallel to the explosion of data from molecular approaches, the field of neuropsychiatric
genetics has seen spectacular advances over
the past decade. Most neuropsychiatric disorders arise from the alteration of normal
developmental trajectories and have a prominent heritable component, irrespective of the
age at which they are clinically diagnosed (60).
The genetic architecture of neurodevelopmental
disorders is diverse, ranging from an abundance
of large-effect heterozygous mutations in autism
spectrum disorder (ASD) (61) to highly polygenic
in schizophrenia, involving the simultaneous
contribution of multiple alleles with small effects (62). Many specific genetic associations are
shared between multiple disorders with the
same genetic variant responsible for different
disorders in different individuals (63). In addition, the contribution of de novo somatic
mutations to neurodevelopmental diseases is
increasingly recognized (64).
Understanding the etiology of neuropsychiatric
disorders has been difficult because in most
cases there is no obvious neuropathology, and
so the underlying biological mechanisms and
the cells involved in the disease process are
largely unknown (Fig. 3). In this context, combining genomics and transcriptomics may get
us closer to identifying the cellular substrates
of neuropsychiatric conditions such as ASD,
in which large-effect, likely gene-disrupting
coding mutations are relatively common. Bulk
transcriptomics of the developing human brain
revealed that ASD risk genes are abundantly
expressed in certain brain regions (prefrontal
and primary motor cortices, striatum, cerebellum, and medial dorsal nucleus of the thalamus) particularly during early and mid-fetal
periods (65, 66). Now, single-cell resolution
4 of 8
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overcoming the technical challenges of combining multiple assays on single cells (58, 59).
Beyond insight into the mechanisms generating particular cell types, determining the developmental history of otherwise seemingly
equivalent neuronal subtypes might explain
why certain subsets of neurons are affected
in particular disorders. Moreover, combining
knowledge of cell lineage, developmental trajectory, and molecular mechanism has the potential
to provide unprecedented insight into the central
developmental neurobiology question of how
neuronal diversity arises in the nervous system.
The hope is that systematic analysis between
different regions of the nervous system and
different species might reveal rules that explain the underlying logic to the acquisition
and maintenance of neuronal identity. This is
of course only the first step in the assembly of
functional neuronal circuits, and the role of
stochastic and activity-dependent mechanisms
will need to be investigated alongside the genetic
programs specifying cell type identity.
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In recent years, expression quantitative trait
loci (eQTL) analyses based on the integration
of genetic information with bulk RNA-seq
data have identified downstream expression
changes caused by disease-associated genes
(75). Because transcriptional alterations are
often cell type–specific, the opportunity now
arises to use scRNA-seq to map eQTL across
different cell types and developmental stages
relevant for the disease process. Although
such approaches are still in their early stages,
proof-of-concept studies have demonstrated
the feasibility of using scRNA-seq data for
eQTL and gene regulatory network analyses
(76). Notwithstanding the difficulties, it has
been proposed that risk variants for schizophrenia are particularly abundant among genes
that regulate the development and function of
the synapse. The functional analysis of complement component 4 (C4), a protein that is
abnormally increased in the brain of schizophrenia patients (77), represents one of the
best examples so far linking common genetic
variation to a neurodevelopmental mechanism
in schizophrenia. C4 is encoded in humans by
multiple structurally diverse alleles, and common variation increases schizophrenia risk by
increasing the amounts of a specific C4 form.
In mice, C4 regulates synapse elimination
during development (77), which implies that
this important developmental process—known
as synaptic pruning—is abnormally enhanced
in the brain of schizophrenia patients. It should
be emphasized, however, that the effect size of
common variation in humans is very small (i.e.,
C4 which has the largest of the small effect
sizes, is just one of hundreds of gene variants
that collectively contribute a modest proportion
of the overall disease risk), so it is difficult to infer
the actual role of defective synaptic pruning in
the disease process in the absence of independent
functional validation of other risk variants or
rare mutations associated with schizophrenia.
One area where our understanding remains
poor is the role of somatic mutations in neurodevelopmental disorders. Neurodevelopmental disorders had been assumed to be caused by
inherited or de novo germline mutations. However, next-generation sequencing and singlecell sequencing technologies have revealed that
the rate of somatic mutations is particularly
high during neurogenesis (53) and may contribute to neurodevelopmental diseases. Indeed,
whole-exome sequencing has found that somatic mutations contribute to ~5% of ASD risk
in families in which only a single individual has
ASD (78). Further analyses that relate genomic
alterations to transcriptomic changes and any
abnormalities in cell function or brain development will be necessary to understand the
contribution of somatic mutations to neurodevelopmental disorders.
Together, these observations highlight how
a convergence between developmental neuro-
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biology and neurogenetics, driven by the increased resolution of the molecular and genetic
assays, is likely to improve our understanding
of both basic developmental mechanisms and
the origin of neurological disease.
Modeling human brain development

The identification of genes and cells associated
with neurodevelopmental disorders is only the
beginning of a tortuous path to link gene
variation with specific neurobiological functions. Experimental approaches are essential
to identify the in vivo function of candidate
genes. Unfortunately, whereas classical lossof-function approaches might be useful to unravel the function of gene-disrupting coding
mutations, knockouts are less likely to recapitulate the functionally subtle polymorphisms
that are common in complex neurodevelopmental diseases, and animal models do not
always recapitulate the social and cognitive
deficits associated with human disorders.
Nevertheless, large-scale phenotypic analyses
of animal models carrying loss-of-function mutations in genes associated with common risk
variants might be useful to identify functional
convergence during brain development (79).
Cell culture–based assays represent a tractable and scalable approach for determining
the function of particular genes and potential
regulatory variants (Fig. 4). For example, human
neurons derived from induced pluripotent stem
cells (iPSCs) have been used to map gene regulatory element interactions in vitro (80). Protocols for generating specific neuronal subtypes
(81) allow the landscape of epigenomic regulation
to be explored in relatively well-characterized,
specific types of neurons; the disadvantage is
that it remains to be determined whether the
right type of cells are being interrogated, leading to a circular problem. High-resolution
molecular and genomic data from single-cell
analyses provide a way to benchmark the
similarity of in vitro–derived neurons to their
in vivo counterparts (82, 83). More generally,
neurons induced from patient-derived iPSCs
or control iPSCs harboring engineered mutations can be used in cell biology and functional
assays. For example, motor neurons derived
from individuals with amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS) caused by SOD1 mutations
have been shown to display neurofilament
aggregation and endoplasmic reticulum stress
(84, 85), while glutamatergic cortical neurons
differentiated from iPSCs derived from individuals with SHANK3 haploinsufficiency,
associated with ASD, exhibited decreased
glutamatergic neurotransmission that was
corrected by reintroducing SHANK3 expression (86). Deriving neurons from iPSCs obtained from patients might currently be the
only amenable way to investigate the functional consequences of highly polygenic risk
traits (87). In addition, neurons derived from
5 of 8
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transcriptome atlases of these brain regions
are allowing the identification of the specific
cell types in which candidate genes are expressed (67–69). Thus, the combination of advanced genomics and transcriptomics may get
us closer to defining the cellular points of
convergence in neurodevelopmental disorders
such as ASD (70).
Identifying the relevant cell types or specific
brain development events in neuropsychiatric
conditions characterized by highly polygenic
risk will be much more challenging. Genomewide association studies (GWASs) have identified
hundreds of common genetic variants—often
in the form of single-nucleotide polymorphisms —
that are statistically associated with increased
risk in schizophrenia (62). Most variants do
not directly identify the cause of the biological
effect (Fig. 3). The linkage disequilibrium structure of the human genome means that any
GWAS variant usually has many hundreds of
nearby variants, requiring fine mapping to
define the causal polymorphism. Even once
identified, there is often difficulty associating
the causal variant with a gene and a function,
as sequence differences most frequently occur
in noncoding regions. Most common variants
are far away from the nearest known gene or
are located in non–protein-coding regions of
the genome (71). Further hampering this effort
is that much of the noncoding genome is
evolutionarily divergent between humans and
other species. Although initial attempts are
encouraging (72), confidently associating specific risk genes to specific genes and cellular
populations in the developing brain is an enormous challenge. The unequivocal association
of common risk variants to specific genes will
require precise mapping of the interactions
between regulatory elements and genes.
Considering the complexity of transcriptional regulation in vertebrates and the threedimensional structure of the genome, big data
approaches are necessary to identify causal
disease genes from GWASs. For example, many
disease-associated variants seem to be enriched
in predicted transcriptional regulatory regions,
known as cis-regulatory elements (CREs). Computational methods are beginning to use
epigenomic data to prioritize candidate causal
variants. Encouragingly, cell and tissue-specific
epigenomic analyses (chromatin accessibility,
transcription factor binding, histone marks)
suggest that common variants for a particular disease are particularly enriched in CREs
active in disease-relevant cell types (73). Moreover, assays that identify chromatin loops and
the interaction between gene-coding regions
and putative regulatory elements further aid the
interpretation of GWAS-identified alleles (74).
Extending these studies to single-cell resolution, to identify regulatory element usage in
defined cell types, will enhance the interpretation of regions identified by GWASs (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 4. Modeling the impact of disease-associated gene variants in human brain development.
(A) Human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs) can be derived from somatic cells or embryonic stem cells
(hESCs) and differentiated into distinct classes of neurons and glial cells. (B) The impact of diseaseassociated gene variants in neural development and function can be studied in vitro or through
xenotransplantation in rodents. (C) hPSCs can also be used to derive brain organoids, with or without the
use of patterning methods to direct the differentiation of specific classes of cells. Patterned brain organoids
can be fused into “assembloids” to recreate regional features of brain development. (D) Single-cell
genomic approaches can be used to benchmark the generation of relevant cell types in vitro by comparing
transcriptional identities with those found in primary tissue.

human pluripotent stem cells integrate into
functional circuits when transplanted into
the mouse brain (88–90). Xenotransplantation is therefore a plausible methodology to
study the formation and plasticity of neural
circuits involving human neurons carrying
specific mutations linked to neurodevelopmental
disorders. For example, transplanted pyramidal projection neurons derived from individuals with Down syndrome exhibit substantial
differences in synapse turnover in vivo compared
with neurons derived from control iPSCs (91).
Brain organoids are also emerging as a
powerful alternative to investigate human
brain development in vitro (92). These threedimensional neural tissues grown in culture
from human stem cells have the potential
to overcome some of the limitations of twoBriscoe et al., Science 369, eaaz8627 (2020)

dimensional culture systems, as they seem
to recapitulate at least some of the anatomical
and cytoarchitectural characteristics of specific
brain regions in vitro (Fig. 4). The fusion of
distinct brain region–specific organoids into
more complex “assembloids” has been adopted
as an approach that bypasses the difficulties of
simultaneously patterning different brain regions in vitro. These allow the analysis of longrange neuronal migration across brain regions
and the formation of major axonal tracts (93–97).
One issue that limits the use of brain organoids is that protocols for their generation have
been prone to variable results. In this context,
big data approaches are being used to validate
organoids. Recent single-cell transcriptomic
studies suggest that brain-region–specific organoids can consistently generate a diversity
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of cell types (98, 99). Whether this is fully representative of primary tissue remains in contention, and it has been suggested that the
activation of endoplasmic reticulum stress pathways might compromise cell type specification, at least in some types of organoids (100).
In spite of these caveats, organoids allow the
exploration of early events in human brain
development. For instance, organoids derived
from a patient with microcephaly, caused
by a mutation in the cell cycle-related gene
CDK5RAP2, have a premature depletion of the
progenitor pool and are smaller than those derived from controls (101). Conversely, organoids
engineered to carrying a mutation in the PTEN
gene, which is found in patients with macrocephaly, exhibit a marked increase in proliferative cells, which results in abnormal overgrowth
(102). These findings provide a foundation for
the use of human brain organoids to investigate the mechanisms underlying polygenic
and idiopathic developmental disorders. For
example, transcriptional analysis of organoids
derived from ASD patients with macrocephaly
revealed consistent alterations in programs of
gene expression associated with cell proliferation and differentiation of inhibitory neurons
(103). These defects seem to be largely caused
by the abnormal up-regulation in the expression of FOXG1, a gene crucial in forebrain
patterning whose mutation causes an atypical
form of Rett syndrome (104). Coordinated electrical activity has been observed in brain organoids
(105–107), raising the prospect of modeling a
range of neurological disorders and screening
neuromodulatory drugs (107). Robust assays and
rigorous controls will be crucial in experiments
involving low-impact genes to overcome the
inherent variability of organoids and differences
between cell lines. The pleiotropy of many genetic
variants implicated in neuropsychiatric disorders
is an additional complication, but it might lead
to unifying pathophysiological explanations by
providing insight into the underlying cellular
or molecular mechanisms.
Organoids have emerged as a powerful way
to explore early brain development in humans,
but their validation depends on our ability to
systematically assess how similar they are to
the primary tissue. Developing standardized
protocols, quality controls, and analytical approaches will support this goal. At the moment,
this comparison has been exclusively based on
single-cell transcriptomic approaches, but we
should ideally be able to integrate data across
multiple levels of analysis (molecular, morphology, physiology) to better define the limitations of this approach for understanding how
neural circuits are established in humans under
normal circumstances and in disease.
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on long-standing questions about the ontogeny, composition, and function of the nervous system. Progress will depend not only on
the acquisition and analysis of data but on
their successful application to address fundamental conceptual questions such as what constitutes a cell type. Similarly, it is unlikely that
our understanding of the mechanisms underlying neuropsychiatric conditions will increase
by simply identifying additional risk genes,
especially if derived from GWAS associations.
Consequently, methods to address the underlying biological mechanisms must be a priority.
The convergence of developmental neurobiology and neurogenetics is an exciting prospect.
Integrating data from anatomical, developmental, genetic, and molecular studies has the
potential to link cellular processes to functional
and behavioral consequences. The analysis of
developmental trajectories using big data approaches may enable the investigation of differences among multiple individuals and ultimately
the complex biological mechanisms underlying
individuality (9, 48, 108). This would provide
fundamental insight and offer a new vision to
the field.
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Insights from big data
The billions of neurons that make up the adult brain are organized into domains and circuits during development.
High-resolution measurements such as those enabled by single-cell molecular profiling have revealed unexpected
cellular diversity. Genomic tools are lending insight into mechanisms behind neurodevelopmental disorders. Briscoe and
Marèn review the insights gained as big data analyses are applied to neurodevelopmental questions.
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